Prop 13 scares California government

SNIPPELD S.F. (UPI) - Under attack since Proposition 13's passage, state government officials were trying yesterday to halt the momentum of an unusual political development: the appearance of a new movement of anti-tax sentiment in the state.Senate President pro-tempore James F. "Jim" Brulte, D-Chicago, introduced a resolution yesterday that would ask the state Assembly to send a reporter to Washington to conduct a study of the impact of Proposition 13 on the state.

"The resolution asks for an investigation of the financial and political implications of Proposition 13 so that we'll have the best information possible before we have to decide whether or not to pass it," Brulte said.


details the resolution, which is based on a proposal that was presented to the House in 1975 by Assemblyman Robert Norden, IOM.

Brulte, who was joined by Assemblyman William "Bill" Ward, D-Chicago, and Assemblyman John T. "Jack" Thompson, D-Chicago, said the resolution is a response to "the political firestorm that has been created by Proposition 13".

"Proposition 13 has created a political climate that is highly favorable to the passage of similar measures on a national level," Brulte said. "We want to make sure that we have the best information possible before we make a decision on whether or not to pass Proposition 13 in California."
James Farmer counters Stokely's nasty jibe

At the Daily Iowan Staff Writer

Black Americans must band together and mobilize with other minority and women's organizations to work in unison and advance the political and economic glad-handing, civil rights leader James Farmer said today.

Farmer, a nonviolent civil rights campaigner during the 1950s and 1960s and a founder of the Congress for Racial Equality, spoke at the UI's 10th Annual Institute for African-American Culture.

He said blacks, like other minority groups, have a variety of different tactics to achieve economic goals, which vary according to the local situation and the type of goal or targets.

"If we have an economic goal, our tactics may be different than if our goal is to promote our political rights," Farmer said.

Hammering away at Ku Klux Klansmen who tried to intimidate farmers out of Louisiana in the back of a barrack in a lunch shack, he talked of the leadership of the nonviolent movement in the Soviet Union and elsewhere. He talked of a group of dedicated black-communists who were "working hard to make a difference, to make people think about their political rights to this country. Out of those discussions grew CORE, the Congress of Racial Equality in the city of Chicago.

FARMER, who won a 1960 Guggenheim fellowship for his work in Moscow, is on a 10-day US visit, and will speak on his experiences at a number of Black American colleges and universities, including the University of Iowa, where he is one of the nation's leading black civil rights leaders.
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County vote large, representative

by Roger Thorn

Employers of the Johnson County office, office
places found in the town on the day that the office
counterpart held in public.

and said I...mldignbt. Turnout at the
County Democrats announced that the
candidate had a very favorable lead
in the race, as he "seemed to be
favorable in this battle in which
Democrats best

Lanny Lyle Case

The complete Needlework Studio
Crewel, Crochet, Knitting
Embroidery, Needlepoint, Rug

Super Sale Continues...

Save on The #1 Record Cleaner

Dispensers

Reg $15

Sale $9.95

Check our everyday

low prices on

Shure Cartridges

M91ED...$23

M95ED...$31

Also check out our new,
used and demo units now on sale.
See yesterday's ad in the DI.

85% V. Washington.

The Orange Door

Super Sale

UP TO 40% OFF....

Thurs. - Sat...ON ALL MUSIC BOOKS!

YOUNKERS

The complete Needlework Studio
Crewel, Crochet, Knitting
Embroidery, Needlepoint, Rug

Super Sale

STAINLESS STEEL HANDS

Levi's Bells And Cord Jeans Now Low Priced For One Week Only!

$9.99

Get your "Bells and Cord" now!" A complete collection of denim for women. Sizes 4 - 14. All denim styles and washes. Dungaree, Relaxed, Pekin, and junior sizes. All in stock. The only place in town...at YOUNKERS...where you can shop in comfort and style. YOUNKERS...the "place to find"...the "compass in your community." Come shop where the selection and service are beyond compare. Visit our Ladies' Apparel Department. YOUNKERS...we'll provide the atmosphere to bring out the best in you.

WORLD DENTAL ASSOCIATION

The complete Needlework Studio
Crewel, Crochet, Knitting
Embroidery, Needlepoint, Rug

Super Sale

STAINLESS STEEL HANDS

As reported in The Orange Door.

Conservative trend seen in primaries

As reported in The Orange Door.

Conservative trend seen in primaries

The 1% of vote split

Johnson County voters were
enough to swing a close race.

The Johnson County governor's office
were enough to swing a close race.

The Johnson County governor's office
were enough to swing a close race.

The Johnson County governor's office
were enough to swing a close race.
Loose lip

Shrill trumpet in the nether town, high
ough that no one may hear, high
ough. And the cash of it flowed in, high
ough, to the barns. The cash of it flowed
in, high, in the barns. All the cash of it
flowed in, high, in the barns.

No thing so paradoxical as a hospital

The summons to the hospital is acted on in a
way that's more certain than the certainty of
the earth. The summons to the hospital is
acted on in a way that's more certain than
the certainty of the earth. The summons
to the hospital is acted on in a way that's
more certain than the certainty of the earth.

The cynic moves to another door. The room is
the same one he has moved to. The same
little puzzles of napkins hang from the
beds, the same little puzzles of napkins
hang from the beds, the same little
puzzles of napkins hang from the beds.

If the cynic moves to another door, the room
may be different, but it won't be much
different. If the cynic moves to another
door, the room may be different, but it
won't be much different. If the cynic
moves to another door, the room may be
different, but it won't be much different.

The cynic moves to another door. The room
may be different, but it won't be much
different. If the cynic moves to another
room, there will be the same little puzzles
of napkins hanging from the beds. The
cynic moves to another room, there will
be the same little puzzles of napkins
hanging from the beds. The cynic moves
to another room, there will be the same
little puzzles of napkins hanging from
the beds.

Dorsigressions: William mueller

killing reporter story, the Daily Bolding
biddings cut off will not allow cut off and
dead stories. The terrible parade. The
broadcasting of the story. The story was
broadcasting of the story. The story was
broadcasting of the story.

In California, they say the future hangs by
a thread. The future hangs by a thread.

Californians have coined a multi-syllabic
account of their struggle against the
future. They have coined a multi-syllabic
account of their struggle against the
future. They have coined a multi-syllabic
account of their struggle against the
future.

Behavior mod relics the working classes

Behavior modification is getting a tryout on
corporate America. The potential for
behavior modification is getting a tryout on
corporate America. The potential for
behavior modification is getting a tryout on
corporate America.

People don't, corporate fraud, or a
society's inability to grow, the
corporate fraud, or a society's inability to
grow, the corporate fraud, or a society's inability
to grow, the corporate fraud, or a society's inability
to grow, the corporate fraud, or a society's inability to

they have decided that they can do it. The
they have decided that they can do it. The
they have decided that they can do it. The
they have decided that they can do it. The

Such potential regulatory factors could
Such potential regulatory factors could
Such potential regulatory factors could
Such potential regulatory factors could
Such potential regulatory factors could

The will eventually try to simulate the
The will eventually try to simulate the
The will eventually try to simulate the
The will eventually try to simulate the
The will eventually try to simulate the
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Hy-Vee

3 Convenient Locations

227 KIRKWOOD AVE
1st AVE. & ROCHESTER
PANTHER PARK PLACE
CORALVILLE

"Where there's a Helpful Smile in every Aisle"

Welcome Back!

PORK SHOULDER
SMOKED PICNICS
Whole
69¢
Sliced & Tied lb. 75¢

GROUND BEEF
99¢

USDA CHOICE BEEF ROUND BONELESS ROUND STEAK
lb. $2 09
lb. $199

USA CHOICE BEEF CHUCK 7-BONE ROAST or STEAK
lb. $109
lb. $59

FRESH SPLIT FOR SEASONING FRYERS
lb. $59

Special

Special Flavors or SPECIAL REESE DR. PEPPER
89¢

Special

Dawn Liquid DETERGENT 2x oz.
74¢

Special

LEMONADE 3-20 oz.
75¢

Special

COFFEE 20 oz. CANS
$1.99

Special

HOT PUPPY 10 oz.
69¢

Special

PICKLE 16 oz.
49¢

Special

SMOKE HAM 16 oz.
59¢

Special

TOMATOES 28¢

Special

FRESH PEACHES 79¢

Special

WHOLE HOG 20 oz.
69¢

Special

Lettuce Mix 6 oz.
32¢

Special

Bread 1/3 lb.
45¢

Special

Cookies 59¢

Special

Cartons of Beer

LOOK US OVER FOR THE FOOD BUYS
YOU WANT MOST
FDA agrees to guarantee quality of generic drugs

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Food and Drug Administration Wednesday signed a landmark agreement with New York state to guarantee the quality of the counterfeit, inexpensive drugs it will buy for its health program is in place of more expensive brand-name drugs.

The agreement, the first of its kind between the federal government and any state, will allow New York to sell all FDA guarantees that the lowest bidder offering is supplying generic drugs meets all FDA standards for quality.

New York buys 80 million worth of drugs each year for its hospitals and other state agencies.

Jim Gerard, D-Md., who has been pushing for generic drugs for years, and who sits on the Joint Committee on the Library, said the agreement is a good way to cut health care costs.

Joseph Nardini, D-Md., who has been pushing for generic drugs for years, and who sits on the Joint Committee on the Library, said the agreement is a good way to cut health care costs.

“FDA is an agency of the United States government, but it is also a small business that needs to cut costs,” Nardini said.

“We have a responsibility to cut costs, and this agreement is a step in the right direction,” Nardini said.

Movies, on campus

Students move across the Union campus into the Varsity Theater on Sunday, where they will be theatrical and musical performances, and an art exhibit.

Students also move into the Varsity Theater on Sunday, where they will be theatrical and musical performances, and an art exhibit.

Movie times:


Postscripts

Graduation

Diane Keaton, who was the commencement speaker for the 1979 graduation, will be the commencement speaker for the 1980 graduation.

Delavan discussion

The Haysville Historical Society will sponsor a discussion meeting with several community members at its next meeting, expected to be held on Monday, June 15, 1979, at 7 p.m. The meeting will be held in the Old Leavenworth Library to discuss the community.

Museum

Beginning June 15, 1979, the Museum of History will open on Thursdays from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Old Leavenworth Library.

Art Festival

The Great Falls Art Festival will be held on Saturday and Sunday, June 17 and 18, 1979, at the Old Leavenworth Library. The festival will feature live music, food, and craft booths.

Link

Do not use the latest information on internet hosting, solar energy and renewable rights. Call 1-800-1234.
Soccer powers up; Austria reaches finals

BUDAPEST (AP) — The underdog turned the heads upside down Thursday as it was the winner in a second qualifying round game in which Scotland was out of the running, and Hungary and France are out. The one-sided match was a classic. The Hungarians took their chances on the second day and pushed through. The final eight will be Austria and Argentina, Italy, and the team of the future, the Scots, who won with some of the best players in the world.

It's a great feeling to finally be able to give the fans a chance to show what we can do. We're really happy that we made it to the final round. We were ready to do it and we're ready to give it our best shot. It's a great opportunity to show the world what we can do.

BIOGRAPHY (1973) - The autobiography turned the heads upside down Thursday as it was the winner in a second qualifying round game in which Scotland was out of the running, and Hungary and France are out. The one-sided match was a classic. The Hungarians took their chances on the second day and pushed through. The final eight will be Austria and Argentina, Italy, and the team of the future, the Scots, who won with some of the best players in the world.

It's a great feeling to finally be able to give the fans a chance to show what we can do. We're really happy that we made it to the final round. We were ready to do it and we're ready to give it our best shot. It's a great opportunity to show the world what we can do.
Bullets take NBA crown

BRATTLEBORO (AP) - The Washington Bullets, behind Charles Johnson and Elvin Hayes, have won the National Basketball Association's title for the first time in franchise history, defeating the Milwaukee Bucks 101-99 in Game 7 Wednesday night.

The Bullets defeated the Bucks 101-99 in Game 7 Wednesday night to win the NBA title. This was the first time in franchise history that the Bullets had reached the championship round. After losing the first two games in Milwaukee, the Bullets won three straight games in Washington to force a deciding Game 7.

Charles Johnson, a 6-foot-8 forward, scored 40 points and grabbed 19 rebounds in the decisive Game 7. Hayes, a 6-foot-10 center, added 37 points and 20 rebounds.

"It was a dream come true," Johnson said. "I've been playing for this my whole life."